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think you might be able to dig out any pictures of this obscure Obama fella? never heard of him myself.

)


THE INTERNET COLUMN
By Giles Turnbull


Barack Obama has only just been elected as the next American president, and already the scammers are trying to trick people by using his name.

Before voting had ended in the United States, a rash of emails began streaming across the networks, targeting the curious. "Click here to see live election results" one message said. Another, sent out after Obama's win was secured, said: "Watch Obama's victory speech here."

Both links took you to a very normal-looking web site with a picture of Obama and links to more news. And dead centre, a video player. But no video played; instead, a pop-up window told you to download and install a new version of Adobe Flash 9. 

The unwary would have just clicked on OK, completed the install, and carried on with their day - unaware that their computers had just been hit by a trojan. 

A trojan is harmful software that gets on to your computer by pretending to be something else, like the Trojan Horse of legend. This particular one was designed to harvest confidential information from your PC (things like usernames and passwords) and send it to a server in the Ukraine. 

Trojans are particularly dangerous because they don't just rely on failures in the computer's software or operating system - they take advantage of human nature. They use cunning tricks to fool people into clicking an "OK" or a "Install" button.

The lesson is the same as it always is: be mistrustful of the web. Don't allow any files to be downloaded to, or installed on your computer, unless you are completely sure that they come from a trustworthy source. If in doubt, disconnect.

+ Print your own paper +

Tabbloid (www.tabbloid.com) is a clever idea from the nerds at Hewlett Packard. Throw some RSS feeds at it, click a button, and it will turn them into a ready-made "newspaper" that gets automatically downloaded to your computer's desktop. You can even get the site to email you a daily newspaper, at the time of your choosing. The fact that this was developed by Hewlett Packard, a company that makes printers and probably has an interest in encouraging more printing generally, is entirely co-incidental.

+ Fun with Photofunia +

Photofunia.com is quite, well, fun. It's a photography toy on the web, and all you need to use it is a picture of someone - a portrait. It doesn't have to be a photographic masterpiece, but it helps if the person's face fills most of the frame. Upload it to Photofunia, and watch as your loved one's mug is cleverly pasted into any one of dozens of pre-selected scenes. Their face can appear on a billboard, on the Mona Lisa, a criminal line-up or an art gallery. Like the name says: it's fun.

+ Where to post? +

Sometimes you just need to know where the nearest post box is. There are two sites now where you can find out - and add details of the ones you do know about already. First is Matthew Somerville’s site (www.dracos.co.uk/play/locating-postboxes); alternatively, you can try Postboxr (www.postboxr.co.uk). Even better yet, add details about postboxes to both. 

+ Browsing around ... the election aftermath +

:: Change.gov is the President-Elect’s official site
www.change.gov

:: Where Americans can vote for new policies
www.whitehouse2.org

:: The Huffington Post webzine sums up the left’s delight 
www.huffingtonpost.com/politics

:: Glenn Reynolds is the voice of the sensible blogging right
instapundit.com

:: John McCain’s message to supporters
johnmccain.com

:: Mark Newman’s twisted maps help make sense of the results
www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/election/2008/


+ Thing of the week +

The incredible six-legged dancing robot
http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=oUH3m6ZyW-g


+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +

ENDS



